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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 1961 26.6 8.6 50 53.2 99.8
2 1951 24.2 8.7 50 48.3 99.3
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

Could be more precise



Sticky Note

Shaping exploration of issues



Sticky Note

Sensible selection of evidence



Sticky Note

Relevant terminology



Sticky Note

Relevant terminology



Sticky Note

Shaping discussion of issues



Sticky Note

Lacks terminology



Sticky Note

Could be more precise



Sticky Note

Overview and connections







Sticky Note

Overview



Sticky Note

Could be developed



Sticky Note

Sensible selection of evidence



Sticky Note

Could be developed



Sticky Note

Relevant terminology



Sticky Note

Sound use of terminology



Sticky Note

Secure knowledge



Sticky Note

Appropriate and focused on context



Sticky Note

Sensible



Sticky Note

Could be more developed, i.e. what sort of effect?



Sticky Note

Sensible exploration of issues



Sticky Note

Linguistic expertise



Sticky Note

Sensible discussion of issues







Sticky Note

AO1: Appropriate methods of analysis [10]
AO2: Increasingly perceptive discussion but some points could be more developed. [12]
AO4: Increasingly sensible connections, but not sustained throughout [11]

Total: 33



Sticky Note

Engages with issues



Sticky Note

Apt selection



Sticky Note

Perceptive exploration



Sticky Note

Developing discussion of connections



Sticky Note

Relevant concepts and issues



Sticky Note

Relevant terminology and sound selection of evidence



Sticky Note

Engages with the issues in context



Sticky Note

Engaging with issues in context



Sticky Note

Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Emerging connections



Sticky Note

Considers context



Sticky Note

Lacks terminology
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Section B: Written Language 


 


 AO1 AO2 AO3 


Section B 15 marks 15 marks 20 marks 


 
 


2. Analyse and evaluate how the appeal of 'Poldark' is conveyed in this review. 
[50] 


 
 In your response you should explore: 
 


• how language is used to convey the writer’s views  
 


• the features that are typical of review writing. 


 
There will be a range of different approaches to this question, but discussion should focus 
on the use of language to convey the appeal of the programme.  Responses should apply 
appropriate methods of language analysis, and should show critical understanding of the 
linguistic concepts underpinning review writing.  Since AO3 is worth two fifths of the marks 
for this question, the ways in which contextual factors and language features shape meaning 
should be addressed.  Look for and reward all valid discussion. 
 
Overview 
 
Typical of a broadsheet review of a popular programme, the text affects a tongue in cheek 
attitude to the subject matter, appearing to ironise it at the same time as appreciating its 
entertainment value.  There are semantic fields associated with love, sexuality and sex 
appeal (e.g. sweetheart, romantic Latin hero), and with broadcast media and filming (e.g. 
Spanish-dubbed, better techniques and bigger budgets).  The language is varied: 
geographical language (e.g. coastline, Cornish tourism, Croatia); the language of military 
history and fashion (e.g. tricorn, breeches, swashbuckle), and the language of car 
engineering (e.g. speed, chassis).  It is designed to appeal to and engage the programme’s 
varied audience whilst emphasising Aidan Turner’s sexual appeal for female viewers.  In the 
headline, the adjectives rugged and gorgeous immediately tap into the media buzz 
surrounding the programme and its star, whilst cleverly comparing Aidan Turner’s charms to 
the Cornish coastline that figures prominently in the programme.     
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The following notes address features of interest which may be explored, but it is important to 
reward all valid discussion. 
 
Medium 
 
• the use of headline to identify the programme and its appeal 
• the use of the subheading to introduce a possible tone of condescension 
 
 
Content 
 
• adjectives in the title introduce the central conceit of the merging of appreciation for 


Cornwall’s appeal to tourists and Aidan Turner’s appeal for his admirers e.g. rugged, 
gorgeous 


• semantic field of tourism e.g. coastline, Cornish tourism, Croatia 
• semantic field of love and sexuality e.g. sweetheart, romantic Latin hero 
• a mix of facts e.g. BBC1, original 1970s Poldark; and opinion e.g. better techniques, 


interesting re-invention 
 
 
Register 
 
• the tenor fluctuates from formal to informal; polysyllabic lexis e.g. magnificently, 


reinvention) is counterbalanced by conversational phrases and clauses e.g. pretty much, 
did I mention; elision e.g. we’ll, there’ll, it’s; ellipsis e.g. Trouble is…; and interjections 
e.g. oops, oh 


• relationship between reader and writer is informal with language features linked to 
spoken language e.g. use of hypophora e.g. Could they have done…?  Possibly 


• lexis used suggests a specific target audience, i.e. Guardian readers who are 
discovering the appeal of the story and its characters for the first time e.g. pre-modified 
noun phrase Sunday evening family swahbuckle 


 
Lexis and semantics 
 
• proper nouns e.g. location (Croatia, Cornwall, Afghanistan); names of current television 


programmes (Banished, Poldark); actors (Aidan Turner, Robin Ellis) 
• concrete nouns and noun phrases which create a sense of historical authenticity e.g. 


breeches, tricorn hat, street urchin); familial relations e.g. father, cousin, ex, sweetheart 
• lexis associated with passion and sexuality, e.g. noun passion;  noun phrases  tight 


breeches, tousled locks, (passion) 
• use of first person pronouns to establish a strong sense of voice e.g. I, we 
• complements used to convey passion and sexuality e.g. rekindled, pacier and racier 
• adjectives to compare the 1970s version with the 2015 version of the programme e.g. 


old, new 
• evaluative adjectives e.g. uncharismatic, rugged, gorgeous 
• present tense verbs associated with horsemanship e.g. plods, gallops 
• adverbs e.g. immediately (manner), magnificently (attitude), successfully (attitude) 
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Form and structure 
 
• pre-modified noun phrases to shape opinion e.g. tousled-haired Aidan Turner, 


uncharismatic local farmer, family caravan park, street urchin servant boy 
• simple sentences e.g. The BBC has gone nuts for the 80s; and minor sentences e.g. The 


1780s, Possibly 
• fronted coordinating conjunctions e.g. And… are used frequently to convey the 


conversational tone 
• adverbials of time e.g. On a Thursday, between now and July and place e.g. outside, 


inside 
• listing e.g. syndetic sulks, does things with rocks, and gallops…(mild condescension) 
• parentheses e.g. “crawlers”, they call them (to mimic the authentic voice of the 


characters), - also rugged and gorgeous – (to establish a parallel between main actor 
and setting) 


• rhetorical question e.g. God it’s beautiful, who needs Croatia? (shared cultural reference 
that would be understood by Guardian readers) 


• ellipsis e.g. Same triangular hat too, a kind of head-samosa, or tricorn, I believe it’s 
called (mild condescension) 


• subordination e.g. And that’s something else that’s much better here than in the Spanish-
dubbed 1970s, when, on the few times it does venture out of doors, it’s drab and grey (to 
juxtapose the current version with its 1970s predecessor) 


 
 
Pragmatics 
 
• review in The Guardian, i.e. target audience 
• irony and mock condescension  
• popular cultural reference associated with a cultural understanding of the 1970s and 


2015 British broadcasting trends 
• European coastal tourism  
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Assessment Grid Component 1 Section B 
 
 


 
BAND 


AO1 
Apply appropriate methods of 


language analysis, using 
associated terminology and 
coherent written expression. 


AO2 
Demonstrate critical 


understanding of language 
concepts and issues relevant to 


language use. 


AO3 
Analyse and evaluate how 


contextual factors and language 
features are associated with the 


construction of meaning. 


15 marks 15 marks 20 marks 


5 13-15 marks 
• Intelligent methods of 


analysis 
• Confident use of terminology 
• Perceptive discussion of 


texts 
• Coherent  and effective 


expression   


13-15 marks 
• Detailed  understanding of 


concepts (e.g. review genre) 
• Perceptive discussion of issues 


(e.g. the wider underlying 
popular culture implications) 


• Relevant and concise textual 
support 


17-20 marks 
• Confident analysis of 


contextual factors 
• Productive discussion of the 


construction of meaning 
• Intelligent evaluation 


4 10-12 marks 
• Appropriate methods of 


analysis 
• Secure use of terminology 
• Thorough discussion of texts 
• Expression generally 


accurate and clear 


10-12 marks 
• Secure understanding of 


concepts (e.g. review genre) 
• Some focused discussion of 


issues (e.g.  the wider underlying 
popular culture implications) 


• Consistent apt textual support 


13-16 marks 
• Secure analysis of contextual 


factors 
• Thorough discussion of the 


construction of meaning 
• Purposeful evaluation 


3 7-9 marks 
• Sensible methods of analysis 
• Generally sound use of 


terminology 
• Competent discussion of 


texts 
• Mostly accurate expression 


with some lapses 


7-9 marks 
• Sound understanding of 


concepts (e.g. review genre) 
• Sensible discussion of issues 


(e.g. popular culture) 
• Generally appropriate textual 


support 


9-12 marks 
• Sensible analysis of contextual 


factors 
• Generally clear discussion of 


the construction of meaning 
• Relevant evaluation 


2 4-6 marks 
• Basic methods of analysis 
• Some accurate terminology  
• Uneven discussion of texts 
• Adequate expression, with 


some accuracy  


4-6 marks 
• Some understanding of concepts 


(e.g. review genre) 
• Simple discussion of issues (e.g. 


popular culture) 
• Some points supported by 


textual references 


5-8 marks 
• Some valid analysis of 


contextual factors 
• Simple discussion of the 


construction of meaning 
• Some attempt to evaluate 


1 1-3 marks 
• Limited  methods of analysis 
• Limited use of  terminology 
• Some discussion of texts 
• Errors in expression and 


lapses in clarity 


1-3 marks 
• Some simple points made about 


concepts (e.g. review genre) 
• Limited discussion of issues (e.g. 


popular culture) 
• Limited  textual support 


4 marks 
• Some awareness of context 
• Limited sense of how meaning 


is constructed 
• Limited evaluation 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy or not attempted  
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Sticky Note

Overview and connections



Sticky Note

Could be more precise, eg adverb



Sticky Note

Increasingly perceptive



Sticky Note

Needs to use the term 'utterance' rather than sentence



Sticky Note

Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Secure grasp of context



Sticky Note

Precise terminology







Sticky Note

Sound exploration



Sticky Note

Apt selection



Sticky Note

Secure grasp of context



Sticky Note

Considers context



Sticky Note

Secure connections



Sticky Note

Probes subtext



Sticky Note

Fluent exploration



Sticky Note

Section could be better: 'our' is a determiner



Sticky Note

Secure connections



Sticky Note

Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Possibly - the discussion here could be more developed



Sticky Note

Spoken terminology supports the discussion well







Sticky Note

Sound exploration



Sticky Note

Secure grasp



Sticky Note

There is some confusion here: this utterance by Farage is ironic



Sticky Note

Sensible exploration



Sticky Note

Focused on the question



Sticky Note

Sound exploration



Sticky Note

Secure use of relevant terminology



Sticky Note

Increasingly perceptive discussion



Sticky Note

Sound exploration of issues







Sticky Note

Engages with context



Sticky Note

Increasingly perceptive



Sticky Note

Overview and secure connections



Sticky Note

AO1: Appropriate methods of analysis but could us more terminology [12]
AO2: Increasingly perceptive discussion of concepts and issues [13]
AO4: Increasingly subtle connections between the texts [17]

Total: 42



Sticky Note

Overview of genre



Sticky Note

Shaping discussion



Sticky Note

Secure grasp of genre







Sticky Note

Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Engages with context



Sticky Note

Secure grasp of genre



Sticky Note

Engages with context and the writer's position



Sticky Note

Focus on 'appeal'



Sticky Note

Sensible selection and apt illustration



Sticky Note

This point could be developed



Sticky Note

Could be more precise







Sticky Note

Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Linguistic expertise



Sticky Note

Possibly



Sticky Note

Developing discussion



Sticky Note

Sensible selection



Sticky Note

Focused on the question



Sticky Note

Secure linguistic knowledge




Sticky Note

Sound exploration



Sticky Note

Concepts understood; context is considered







Sticky Note

Example?



Sticky Note

Focus on question



Sticky Note

Secure and confident exploration



Sticky Note

Perceptive discussion of genre and concepts



Sticky Note

Confident overview



Sticky Note

AO1: Intelligent methods of analysis [13]
AO2: Increasingly perceptive discussion of themes and issues [13]
AO3: Confident analysis of context [18]

Total: 44
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Sticky Note

Basic overview



Sticky Note

Shaping discussion of concepts and issues



Sticky Note

Developing discussion of concepts and issues



Sticky Note

Lacks example



Sticky Note

Basic exploration



Sticky Note

Lacks example



Sticky Note

Overview and basic connections







Sticky Note

Basic discussion



Sticky Note

Lacks terminology



Sticky Note

Lacks terminology



Sticky Note

Connections are basic



Sticky Note

Spelling ('interrupting')



Sticky Note

Lacks examples



Sticky Note

Discussion is basic



Sticky Note

Some connections



Sticky Note

Lacks example



Sticky Note

Lacks example



Sticky Note

AO1: Basic methods of analysis [5]
AO2: The discussion is basic and lacks development [5]
AO4: The connections are basic [5]

Total: 15
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COMPONENT 1: Analysis of Texts in Context 
 


Section A: Spoken Language of the Media 


 


 AO1 AO2 AO4 


Section A 15 marks 15 marks 20 marks 


 
 


1. Analyse and evaluate the spoken language used by the hosts and their 
 guests in Text A and Text B. [50] 
 
 In your response you should: 
 


• consider how the hosts and guests interact 
 


• explore the spoken language features which engage the audiences 
 


• consider the ways in which the different topics shape language choices 
 


• include some discussion of similarities and/or differences between the 
texts. 


 
 
There will be a range of different approaches to this question, but discussion should focus 
on how the presenters interact with their guests and the kind of language they use.  
Responses should apply appropriate methods of language analysis, and should show critical 
understanding of spoken language concepts and of a television debate and a radio interview 
as distinct genres.  Since AO4 is worth two fifths of the marks for this question, connections 
across the texts should be explored.  Look for and reward all valid discussion. 
 
Overview 
 
Text A shows an interaction between host, David Dimbleby, and guests, Nigel Farage and 
Ed Miliband, which is confrontational in nature, within a formal context and setting. Text B, 
by contrast, offers a more humorous and chatty interaction between Graham Norton and his 
guest, Will Young, which also includes some mock confrontation between the two speakers.  
Provoked by Farage’s attack on the composition and political leanings of the studio 
audience, David Dimbleby firmly asserts his role as chair of the debate with politeness and 
respect.  Farage’s non-fluency and the overlapping utterances of the different speakers in 
Text A reflect the varying reactions to Farage’s unexpected faux pas.  In contrast, Graham 
Norton’s hosting style is effortless and tongue in cheek, and this ease reflects the rapport he 
clearly has with his guest, Will Young. 
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Notes 
The following notes address features of interest which may be explored, but it is 
important to reward all valid discussion. 
 
Genre 
 
• the situation e.g. a televised political debate versus an informal Saturday morning radio 


chat show, and content e.g. electoral politics versus popular culture and personal 
interests 


• the function of the hosts in either moderating the contribution of the other speaker(s) or 
engaging and drawing out personality of the guest 


• turn-taking and the relationship between the participants 
• the unexpected increase in incidence of non-fluency in Text A e.g. Farage’s repetition in 


l.24, which is employed almost as a filler which gives him time to think whilst appearing 
undaunted by his earlier offensive comment about the audience 


• the importance of engaging the audience(s) and understanding the different ways these 
audiences receive the contributions of the speakers 


• the use of proper nouns e.g. people (Nigel, Ed Miliband, Mimi, Tracey in Norfolk) and 
organisations (BBC, Labour Party) 


 
 
Prosodics 
 
• an awareness of similarities regarding rising intonation, i.e. to draw attention to key 


points or to create humour 
• an awareness of the differences in pitch e.g. raised to show excitement/surprise/mock 


enthusiasm in Text B, and more monotone in Text A in order to maintain an appearance 
of statesmanship and decorum 


• an awareness of the similarities/differences regarding emphatic stress e.g. to draw 
attention to key nouns, e.g. demand/adjectives, e.g. remarkable/adverbs, e.g. directly 
used more extensively by Farage in Text A in order to repair the damage caused by his 
comments 


• changes in volume reflecting Graham Norton’s good natured ironic humour in Text B 
• David Dimbleby’s use of emphatic stress to emphasise his polite insistence on fair 


broadcasting in Text A 
• changes in pace e.g. increase in pace as part of Graham Norton’s delivery style in Text 


B, and a more rhetorical style in Text A 
• stretched vowels and non-verbal utterances to reflect the speakers’ personalities in Text 


B, and to reflect Farage’s momentary loss of control and attempt to recover dominance 
in Text A 


 
 
Register 
• varying levels of formality in Text A and informality in Text B 
• creation of a positive mood in Text B 
• terms of address e.g. first names (Ed - personal/familiar abbreviation; Nigel, Tracey - 


assumed familiarity but not abbreviated); abstract noun attempting to sound ingratiating 
(folks); full names (Margaret Griffiths) 


• relationships between hosts and their guests e.g. formal in Text A; informal in Text B 
• relationship with audience e.g. formal in Text A; informal in Text B 
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Lexis and semantics 
 
• subject specific words linked to the focus of the event: abstract nouns linked to political 


and economic concepts e.g. Text A - market, demand, crisis 
• unexpected concrete nouns in Text B e.g. lettuces, potatoes, vegetables 
• adjectival modification e.g. Text A – independent (informative), total (emphatic); Text B - 


lovely, stupid, favourite (attitude)  
• adverbs e.g. Text A - carefully, actually, directly (manner); Text B - frankly (attitude)  
• informal language e.g. Text A - hang on (to assert dominance); Text B – dude (to 


establish rapport) 
• imperative verbs and verb phrases e.g. Text A - hang on, have a go (confrontational); 


Text B - go go; get out (mock confrontational) 
• use of pronouns e.g. Text A - second person plural you (to separate); Text B - first 


person plural us; we (to unite) 
• figurative language e.g. Text A – flicker (litotes), left wing (cultural) 
 
 
Form and structure (typical of genre) 
 
• incomplete utterances e.g. Text A - l.23 it’s never a gre., (interruption); l.28 you cannot 


discuss (non-fluency); Text B - l.29 remain (.) be (non-fluency)  
• ellipsis, e.g. omission of subject and auxiliary verb in Text A - l.7 be very interesting 


(losing control), omission of subject and verb in l.33 remarkable (defiant); Text B - 
omission of subject, verb and determiner in l.5 favourite question of the day (ironic) 


• extended and complex utterances featuring subordination typical of political discourse in 
Text A; shorter utterances in Text B 


• grammatical mood e.g. imperative in Text A hang on (for control, asserting authority); go 
on (asserting authority); imperative in Text B go go (cut off/end interview in a humorous 
way) 


 
 
Pragmatics 
 
• public personas of Nigel Farage, Graham Norton and Will Young 
• shared knowledge e.g. Mary McCartney in Text B language and attitudes of hosts and 


guests; patronising e.g. remarkable in Text A; humorous and ironic e.g. demographic in 
Text B) 
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Assessment Grid Component 1 Section A 


 


 
BAND 


AO1 
Apply appropriate methods of 


language analysis, using associated 
terminology and coherent written 


expression. 


AO2 
Demonstrate critical understanding 
of concepts and issues relevant to 


language use. 


AO4 
Explore connections across texts, 


informed by linguistic concepts and 
methods 


15 marks  15 marks 20 marks 


5  13-15 marks 


• Intelligent methods of analysis 
• Confident use of terminology 
• Perceptive discussion of texts 
• Coherent  and effective 


expression 


 13-15 marks 


• Detailed  understanding of 
concepts (e.g. turn-taking) 


• Perceptive discussion of issues 
(e.g. political vs cultural/personal) 


• Relevant and concise textual 
support 


17-20 marks 
• Subtle connections established 


between texts 
• Perceptive overview  
• Effective use of linguistic 


knowledge 


4 10-12 marks 


• Appropriate methods of analysis 
• Secure use of terminology 
• Thorough discussion of texts 
• Expression generally accurate 


and clear 


10-12 marks 


• Secure understanding of 
concepts (e.g. turn-taking) 


• Some focused discussion of 
issues (e.g. political vs 
cultural/personal) 


• Consistent apt textual support 


13-16 marks 
• Purposeful connections between 


texts 
• Focused overview  
• Relevant use of linguistic 


knowledge 


3  7-9 marks 


• Sensible methods of analysis 
• Generally sound use of 


terminology 
• Competent discussion of texts 
• Mostly accurate expression with 


some lapses 


 7-9 marks 


• Sound understanding of concepts 
(e.g. turn-taking) 


• Sensible discussion of issues 
(e.g. public vs personal) 


• Generally appropriate textual 
support 


9-12 marks 
• Sensible connections between 


texts 
• Competent overview  
• Generally sound use of linguistic 


knowledge 


2  4-6 marks 


• Basic methods of analysis 
• Some accurate terminology  
• Uneven discussion of texts 
• Adequate expression, with some 


accuracy 


4-6 marks 


• Some understanding of concepts 
(e.g. turn-taking) 


• Simple discussion of issues (e.g. 
public vs personal) 


• Some points supported by textual 
references 


5-8 marks 
• Some  basic connections 


between texts 
• Broad overview  
• Some valid use of linguistic 


knowledge 


1  1-3 marks 


• Limited  methods of analysis 
• Limited use of  terminology 
• Some discussion of texts 
• Errors in expression and lapses in 


clarity 


1-3 marks 


• One or two simple points made 
about concepts (e.g. turn-taking) 


• Limited discussion of issues (e.g. 
public vs personal) 


• Limited textual support 


1-4 marks 
• Some links made between texts 
• Vague overview 
• Undeveloped  use of linguistic 


knowledge with errors 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy or not attempted 
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Section B: Written language


Answer the following question.


The text on page 7 is an extract from a review of the popular Sunday night BBC drama Poldark. Sam 
Wollaston is the Guardian newspaper television critic and his review was published on 9th March 
2015.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


2. Analyse and evaluate how the appeal of Poldark is conveyed in this review. [50]


 In your response you should explore: 


 • how language is used to convey the writer’s views 
 • the features that are typical of review writing
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Poldark review: rugged and gorgeous – and that’s not just the coastline


Tousle-haired Aidan Turner wears the breeches well – which is pretty much the point 
of Poldark


The BBC has gone nuts for the 80s. The 1780s. On a Thursday you can do hanging and 
starving on an Australian beach in Jimmy McGovern’s convict drama Banished. And now 
there’s Sunday evening family swashbuckle, with the return of Poldark (BBC1).


After fighting, and nearly dying, in the American war of independence, Ross Poldark comes 
back, scarred, to his native Cornwall to find that his father has died, the family estate is in ruins, 
and his sweetheart is just about to marry his cousin. So he sulks, does things with big rocks, 
and gallops along the clifftop, magnificently filling his tight breeches and the imaginations of the 
nation’s female TV-watchers.


Certainly it’s working for Elizabeth, the ex, whose passion is immediately rekindled. Trouble is, 
there’s Francis the wet cousin who … oops, she does marry, carelessly. And then it gets even 
more complicated when Poldark finds himself a street urchin servant boy … oh, who turns out 
to be a girl, Demelza, and who delouses (“crawlers” they call them) and scrubs up pretty well 
herself.


I’m just a bit too young to remember the original 1970s Poldark, with Robin Ellis, but I tried to 
find the first episode on the internet in order to compare. Not 100% successfully, but I did find 
it dubbed into Spanish. (I imagine it went down well there; he could easily be a romantic Latin 
hero, and lover).


My Spanish isn’t good enough to understand everything, but I could get the general idea. And 
plotwise it’s pretty much the same, and the same as the novels by Winston Graham on which 
they’re based. Same triangular hat too, a kind of head-samosa, or tricorn, I believe it’s called. 
But the new version goes at double the speed, gets to the end of old episode two (seriously, 
I watched two in Spanish!) by the end of new episode one. Perhaps it’s a reflection of shorter 
attention spans now, a demand for more speed, more action, better techniques and bigger 
budgets, but there’s a lot more sitting about talking, inside, in the old one. On the rare occasions 
it does venture outside, even Poldark’s horse plods along at half the speed. New Poldark is 
pacier and racier than the old, then, but built on the same chassis.


Could they have done a more interesting reinvention – brought it to the present day, with Ross 
returning home from a tour of Afghanistan, to find the family caravan park run down? Possibly. 
Obviously he would have known about his father’s demise, and it would be hard for Elizabeth to 
think Ross was dead, but she could have gone off with Francis, an uncharismatic local farmer 
maybe …


But Ross wouldn’t have been allowed those tousled locks in the military today, or got away with 
the breeches. Which is pretty much the point of Poldark. Aidan Turner does wear the breeches 
well, did I mention? And fills the boots once occupied by Robin Ellis. Ellis now writes cookery 
books, incidentally, for diabetics. So there’s something maybe to look forward to in the future 
Aidan.


The other major star – also rugged and gorgeous – is the coastline along which Poldark gallops. 
And that’s something else that’s much better here than in the Spanish-dubbed 1970s, when, on 
the few times it does venture out of doors, it’s drab and grey. Here, sparkling, it’s so much more 
than a backdrop. God it’s beautiful, who needs Croatia? This isn’t going to do Cornish tourism 
any harm at all, the Poldark effect.


We’ll be going. Well, we always do to be fair, but this has spurred me into booking. And there’ll 
be no haircuts between now and July. Where does one find breeches these days I wonder? 
And a tricorn.
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Section A: Spoken language of the media


Answer the following question.


The two texts on pages 4 and 5 are examples of programmes from television and radio in which the 
hosts and guests interact in different ways.
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1. Analyse and evaluate the spoken language used by the hosts and their guests in 
Text A and Text B. [50]


 In your response you should: 


 • consider how the hosts and guests interact
 • explore the spoken language features which engage the audiences
 • consider the ways in which the different topics shape language choices
 • include some discussion of similarities and/or differences between the texts


KEY TO TRANSCRIPTION


(.)  micropause
(2)  timed pause
↗that  rising intonation
↑potatoes↑	 raised	pitch
NOT FAIR  increased volume 
a:::w  stretched or prolonged speech sound
gre.   incomplete word
pretty  emphatic stress
{laughs} paralinguistic features; visual effects
//  overlapping speech
accel  speech that is getting faster (words underlined)


N.B.  Phonemic symbols are used to reflect non-standard pronunciations. A list of phonemic symbols 
is printed on page 2 for reference.
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TEXT A: Question Time: Opposition Leaders’ Debate (BBC1)


The leaders of the main UK opposition parties have been invited on to the BBC’s Question Time to 
debate issues that have arisen during the 2015 general election campaign in front of a live studio 
audience. David Dimbleby, the host of the programme, has invited Ed Miliband, the leader of the 
Labour Party at the time, and UKIP leader Nigel Farage to contribute.


DD: David Dimbleby EM: Ed Miliband   NF: Nigel Farage
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DD and what about the suggestion that came of capping rents in line with ↗inflation


EM well (.) let me deal with that directly (1) because I think we’re going to do something which 
should have been done a long time ago (.) probably by governments of both parties (1) 
which is to say that we’ll have three-year tenancies (.) not one-year tenancies in the private 
rented sector because so many young people (1) so many families are facing dreadful 
insecurity and within those three years we will cap the rents (.) because I think it makes 
sense that people can have some stability when it comes to private rented housing (1) one 
other thing (.) we will also ban letting agents from charging tenants fees (.) because (.) at 
the moment (.) letting agents charge fees to tenants and to landlords (1) IT IS NOT FAIR (1) 
and lots and lots of people lose out in our country as a result


DD Nigel ↗Farage
NF there just seems to be a total lack of comprehension on this panel /ɜːm/ and indeed amongst 


this audience (.) which is a remarkable audience even (.) even by (.) even by the left wing 
standards of the BBC I mean this lot’s pretty // left wing


       // {audience booing and jeering}
DD oh hang on hang on a second // hang on a second
NF     // be very interesting (.) when you talk about housing
DD Nigel let me just say one thing 
NF yep 
DD this is an audience // that has been carefully // chosen not by the BBC (.) not by the BBC 
NF     // yep    // very carefully
DD (.) but by an independent polling organisation to represent the balance between all parties
EM never a gre.   // {audience applause}
NF  // very good (.) very good (.) very good
DD anyway carry on
NF I think it’s (.) I think it’s very interesting 
EM it’s never a great idea to attack the audience Nigel in my in my in my opinion
NF you cannot discuss (.) you cannot discuss (.) no no the real audience are sitting at home 


actually (.) the (2) you cannot discuss {audience laughing and jeering}
DD let let now (.) hang on hang on (.) let him have his say
NF no no (.) that’s fine
DD no go on
NF remarkable (.) we are talking about a market folks (.) I know none of you have ever worked 


in business but we’re talking about a market (.) and markets are about demand and supply 
(.) and I just wonder (.) I’m curious (.) can I get any recognition from any of you (.) that the 
demand side of this equation is that a rapidly rising population due to open door immigration 
started by Ed Miliband’s Labour Party in the late 1990s has directly contributed towards 
the housing crisis (.) is there any flicker (.) of recognition from any of you (.) please (.) one 
of you have a go (.) please
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TEXT B: Interview with Will Young from the Graham Norton Show (BBC Radio 2) 


Graham Norton is talking to pop musician Will Young, who has been invited onto the programme to 
promote the release of his latest album called 85% Proof. This extract is taken from the very end of 
the interview when Graham reads out questions from his listeners. In an earlier section of the show, 
Graham interviewed author Mary McCartney, who was promoting her new vegetarian cookbook.


GN: Graham Norton WY: Will Young
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GN /ɜː/ (.) oh now that’s a stupid question I’m not asking ↗that (.) /ɜː/ (2) oh are you 
growing your own (.) this (.) Tracey in Norfolk (.) /ɜː/ are you growing your own 
vegetables this year (.) if so what veg does he have success growing down on the 
south coast


WY favourite question of the day (.) /ɜːm/ (.) yeah I’ve just planted a lot of // lettuces
GN    // lovely
WY tomatoes (.) my sweet peas (.) I know they’re not vegetables have gone in /ɜːm/ and 


I’m trying potatoes this year
GN		 ↑potatoes↑	 //	you	say	yeah
WY   // yeah (.) my dad’s a very good (.) gardener vegetable gardener
GN you’ll want Mary McCartney’s lovely book then
WY I want her to sign my photograph (.) is she gone
GN yeah
WY oh she’s gone (.) well I’m out of here then (.) it’s the only reason I came in {laughs}
WY /ɜːm/ (.) oh listen I must say (.) can I say hello to my grandmother
GN of course you ↗can
WY /ɜːm/ Margaret Griffiths (.) she’s ninety two (.) /ɜː/ she is the boss of the family 


// and
GN // and
 our demographic frankly
WY well there we go (.) and mine (.) and /ɜː/ (.) she hasn’t been that well but /ɜː/ Mimi I 


love you loads
GN a:::w hi to Mimi
WY yeah she’s a dude
GN thank you so much to Will Young whose new album 85% Proof is out on May the 


twenty fifth (.) thank you so much for coming in to see us
WY oh is that ↗it
GN that’s it (.) we’re done (.) news in a minute
WY can I not just sort of (.) remain (.) be
GN accel no (.) go go that’s it get out (.) go 
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